Families and Schools

Photographic
Portraits
Activity Pack

Welcome to the
National Portrait Gallery’s
activity pack exploring
photographic portraits.

In this pack, artist Marysa Dowling
has designed a series of fun activities
(some short, some longer) to engage
children and families with portraits
included in the Taylor Wessing
Photographic Portrait Prize 2020.
Find out how portraits can tell stories,
express feelings, and explore
relationships and be inspired by the
photographs to make your own artworks.
Get creative and respond to the portraits
by drawing, writing, taking photographs
and role playing! You can do the
activities on your own, with family
members or with your classmates.

The Other Brother by Oghalé Alex Ogbaudu
© Oghalé Alex Ogbaudu

The activities are possible to do
at home with basic materials.
Some require a camera to take
a photograph. You could use a phone
or a tablet if you have one.
Get ready to use your imagination
to start thinking, making
and having fun!
Parents, Carers and Teachers are
welcome to introduce the activities
to their children and adapt them
for the group size, age and ability.
Front cover image:
The pequi tree by Simone Strijk
© Simone Strijk

I’m Marysa Dowling,
a photographic Artist.
I work with the National Portrait Gallery
as a photographer and educator running
projects and workshops.
In my work, I’m particularly interested
in how we tell stories and communicate
through photographic portraits, and how
photographs can encourage exchange
and conversation.
I’m curious about people, about our
relationships with each other, how we
connect and relate to each other
and the places we live.
Together let’s explore portraits which
have been made over the last year
by photographers all over the world…

The Conversation, Mexico 2019, Isabelle & Laura
by Marysa Dowling © Marysa Dowling

Pose: Look at the portraits and see
if there are any you connect with.
Copy the pose, expression, gesture
of the people you see. Try the actions
from different portraits. Do you feel
powerful, shy, confident or nervous?

Enam Ewura Adjoa Asiama by Yolanda Y. Liou
© Yolanda Y. Liou

List poem: Write as many
words as you can about one
of the portraits. Then use the
words to make a list poem
starting with ‘I see’…

The pequi tree by Simone Strijk
© Simone Strijk

at one of the portraits. Close your eyes
and imagine you are in the portrait
and there is music playing. What kind
of music’s playing? What is the
weather like? How do you feel?
What can you smell? Gather a few
household items such as a wooden
spoon and a plastic cup to make a rhythm
inspired by this portrait. You could perform
it for someone you are with, record it
on a phone or perform it to yourself
in the mirror.

Olga: Age 74. Working in quarry
for 28 years from the series
HeadStrong: The Women of Rural
Uganda: The Quarry Workers
by Dan Nelken © Dan Nelken

Something that was so familiar
becomes distant by Jermaine Francis
© Jermaine Francis

Musical portrait: Take a close look

Eden from the series Fugue
by Lydia Goldblatt © Lydia Goldblatt

Jaiden from the series White Hart Lane
by Jack Smethers © Jack Smethers

Konya Boys by Olgaç Bozalp
© Olgaç Bozalp

Looking through shapes to make viewfinders:
Use a piece of paper to cut out different shapes.
Use the shapes left behind on the paper as a viewfinder.
What can you see?
How does what you see change with each different shape?
Stretch out your arm and look through the shape.
Put the shape close to your eye and look again.
What’s the difference?

Colour in the portrait

How does the portrait change
from the original photograph?

This image is based on the portrait
‘Jaiden from the series Whitehart Lane’
by Jack Smethers

Artists: Alys Tomlinson
& Ryan Prince

Create your own
photographic studio
Create your own mini home studio to make
portraits of people you live with.
It’s easy to set up your own backdrop
by pinning up or hanging a plain, coloured or
patterned piece of material behind your sitter.
You could use a space around you such as a
wall in a room or outside space, perhaps a
blank or brick wall.
If you have filter on your camera, make your
photographs in Black & White.
Will you invite your sitter (the person in your
portrait) to wear a special item of clothing
or outfit as Alys Tomlinson did for her
portraits, or would you like to photograph
them in what they are already wearing like
Ryan Prince’s sitters?
Samuel from the series Lost Summer
by Alys Tomlinson © Alys Tomlinson

Jack from the series Lost Summer
by Alys Tomlinson © Alys Tomlinson

Jameela from the series Lost Summer
by Alys Tomlinson © Alys Tomlinson

Photograph two people together,
interacting with each other.
Think about your lighting.
Are you using daylight
or an artificial light inside?
This activity could also take place
in a classroom or school setting.
What are the similarities
and differences in the poses of the
sitters of Ryan Prince’s two portraits?
Look at their body language
and hand gestures.
How are they feeling?
Can their gestures tell us
anything about the sitters?

Twin Sisters (Aaliyah and Alisa)
from the series Can You Sit for Me?
by Ryan Prince © Ryan Prince

Mum (Valerie) from the series
Can You Sit for Me?
by Ryan Prince © Ryan Prince

Artist: Tobias Titz
Tobiaz Titz collaborated with his sitters who are both
First Nations artists in Australia, making portraits
of Columbiere and Raymond using large Polaroid
instant film. The sitters then etched drawings into
wet emulsion on the surface of Polaroid paper to
accompany their portraits. Their drawings express
individuality, connection to ancient histories and
stories that are passed down through generations.
Columbiere Tipumgwuti states:

Columbiere Tipungwuti (Jilamara artists)
from the series Polaroid Project, 2019
by Tobias Titz © Tobias Titz

Raymond Bush (Jilamara artists) from the
series Polaroid Project, 2019
by Tobias Titz © Tobias Titz

‘Long, long, long time ago our great, great
grand parents taught us how to paint, we have
to have that in our heads and we gotta remember
it and know it.’

Ask someone in your home
to describe a dream they remember.
Draw their dream while they
are explaining it to you.
Draw an abstract picture using shapes
and lines to represent their dream.
Write a poem that describes
your drawing.
Tell someone in your home a story
you would like them to remember.

Artist: Kiki Xue

Kiki Xue’s portrait
uses discarded
rubbish to create a
headpiece highlighting
the amount we throw
away in daily life.

2020
by Kiki Xue © Kiki Xue

Portraiture
with props

Make your own portrait using recycled items
as props. Will you create a costume or have
the items around you?
Make a second portrait using kitchen
implements as your props.
Make a portrait using food as props.
Put your three portraits together to make
a triptych of household inspired portraits.
You’ve made your own series,
all ready for exhibition!
2020
by Kiki Xue © Kiki Xue

Artist: Silvia Rosi
Silvia Rosi playfully uses props in her portraits.
Each object is relevant, telling stories about
her own family history and memories.

Which family member or friend
could you transform into to make
your own Silvia Rosi style portrait?

Which objects would you use to create
a portrait which tells a story about your
family or a special memory of family
or friends?

What objects would tell us something
about them? What would you wear?
Use a photograph of that person
to copy their pose.

Performative
portraits
Have a look at one of your own family
photographs carefully. This could
be on a phone, computer or from
a photograph album. (If you don’t
have access to photographs you could
choose a personal memory to turn
into a portrait).
Are there any objects you recognise
in the photograph?
Make a portrait using your favourite
objects as props within your portrait
to show something about who you
are and what you are interested in.

Self-portrait as My Father
from the series Encounter
by Silvia Rosi © Silvia Rosi

Use the inbuilt digital filters on your
camera phone to see how you can
change the look and feel of your portrait.
Can you find any household see-through
objects that you could put over the lens
of your camera to create a filter?
How trying scrunched up cling film
or using a magnifying glass.
How does this change your photograph?

Artist: Tara Bogart
In Tara Bogart’s portraits we only
see the backs of her subject’s
heads. Why do you think the artist
decided to photograph her subjects
in this way? By not seeing their
faces we have to look closely
to discover things about them
like their personality and interests.
What can we tell about ourselves
by looking at our bodies?

Marquita from the series A Modern Hair Study
by Tara Bogart © Tara Bogart

Look carefully at your hands.
Open and close them.
What can you see?
What happens to your skin when
you stretch out your hands
or make them into a fist?
Make four photographs of your hands
in different positions.
Think about how you use your hands every
day. Make a list of how you use your hands
each day starting with the words, My Hands…
How do you use your hands
to greet someone?
How many different gestures
do we use to greet each other?
Act out these gestures.
Make photographs or drawings of how
we use our hands to greet each other.
List or draw the details can you see in these
two portraits? What can we learn about the
subject from the details?
Take a slow and careful look at your own hand,
what is the skin like, do you have any marks
or scratches, are your nails long or short?

Cecilia from the series A Modern Hair Study
by Tara Bogart © Tara Bogart

If you’d like to share
your artworks
on social media
don’t forget to tag us
#FamiliesNPG
#SchoolsNPG
Always ask permission
from an adult before sharing.

For more information on our programme
for families, schools and teachers visit:
npg.org.uk/learning
Follow us on Twitter @NPGLondon
and @NPGSchools
Instagram @NationalPortraitGallery

The Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait
Prize 2020 is the leading international
competition, open to all, which celebrates
and promotes the very best
in contemporary portrait photography
from around the world.

Sponsored by

npg.org.uk/whatson/
taylor-wessing-photographic-portrait-prize-2020/
Visit the Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait Prize
virtual exhibition until 31 March 2021

